SPECIAL SUBJECTS
While certain kinds of geneial refeience books, such as the geneial encyclopedias,
dictionailes and indexes, toim the backbone of a woikmc* lefeiente collection, thcie is
need at almost eveiy tum for refeience books on special subjects which either covci topics
not included at all in the geneial woiks or supply fuller or moie authontative aitides, or
additional bibliographies, etc, on subjects which are included These special leference
books, while differing in form and use accoidmg to their subjects, fall in the main into
certain lecognized classes, of which the pnncipal ones aie the following
 1.	The encyclopedia of a special subject or gioup of related subjects, such as the
Encyclopedia of idigwn and ethics   In a good refeience book of this type the editoi
and all contributors will be specialists, and their special knowledge will show m the
choice of subjects included, choice of waters, length and authority of articles, fullness
and selection of bibliographies, character of illustrations, etc
 2.	The dictionary of special terms of a subject   This is of two types    (a) the dic-
tionary of terms used in one language, e g, English, such as Stedman's Practical medical
dictionary, or (b) a bilingual or polyglot dictionary of foreign terms, such as Patterson's
French-English dictionary for chemists, or the vanous Demhardt-Schlomann six-lan-
guage dictionaries   Books of the fiist of these two types supplement the geneial English
dictionaries, both by including many special and technical terms omitted in the general
dictionary and by presenting moie specific definitions and differentiation of some of the
terms that the geneial woiks do include Their main puipose is exact definition, but they
may supply, incidentally, some encyclopedic information, illustrations, 01 even biblio-
graphic references Books of the second type supplement the ordinary foieign language
dictionaries which usually include few technical terms   Their mam use is as an aid in
translation, in the reading of technical articles in a foreign language, in con espondence
involving use of technical terms, etc.

 3	The history of a subject, such as Garrison's Introduction to the hisloiy of medi-
cine    Such books give the mam facts and names m the development of a subject, often
contain biographical information and bibliographies, and, if provided with detailed in-
dexes, may take the place, to some extent, of encyclopedias of their subjects
 4	The yearbook of a subject   This is important for curient developments in a
subject, lists, addresses, etc, of persons, institutions and official bodies connected with it,
up-to-date statistics, titles of new publications, sometimes even definitions of new terms
Yearbooks of special subjects vaiy consideiably, sometimes they are mainly duectones
of persons, institutions or firms, sometimes record of a yeai's history, sometimes mainly
bibliographical    Not infrequently the most important yearbook of a subject is a govern-
ment publication, e g} the Statistical abstract of the United States, the Canada yearbook,
etc
5. The atlas of a subject, e g} the World missionary atlas, and the collection of plates
or other illustrations of a subject, such as Racmet's Costume histonque, or, for history,
such works as the Pageant of America
6 The bibliography of a subject This is of fundamental importance, especially for
advanced work in a subject, and its many uses should be cleaily understood by the
student of refeience books Such bibliography is usually of two kinds (a) the "basic
bibliography, comprehensive for the literature of a subject up to a fixed date, (b) current
bibliography, which records the literature of a given period, usually one year When a
current bibliography connects exactly with a basic, one has a comprehensive recoid foi
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